
D A M R C  

Newsletter 1 2017  

Cooperating with the business development center in Skive (SET) we have 

accomplished several project-optimizing processes at the local companies 

Jeco A/S and Formkon A/S blot located in the area around Skive. 

Optimization 

 

It is with pleasure that we welcome our new member, Tibnor and we are 
looking to cooperating with Tibnor. 

Tibnor is a multi-metal full-range distributor. This means a broad range of steel 
and non-ferrous metals answering to all needs that may occur within the 
manufacturing industry in the Nordics.  

At Tibnor, they are specialists in manufacturing materials and configuring 
systems for heavy plates, strip steel, merchant steel, engineering steel, tubes 
and profiles, reinforcement bars, stainless and non-ferrous metals. 

The Danish division of the company was established 1920. There are about 
800 employees in Denmark, Sweden, Norway and Finland of which about 30 
are employed in Denmark. 

Tibnor has signed up as a member based on a wish to contribute to the 
optimization and research in materials and manufacturing.  

New employees 

Courses 

As usual, we give a wide range of courses and seminars. We hope to cover 
some topics relevant to you and that you would like to attend. Please, find more 
information on the courses and seminars below and sign up by mailing Lene at 
len@damrc.com 

2017 

Advanced optimizing turning - 27/3, 3/4 and 8-9/5  

We will focus on the updated knowledge about options on advanced turning 
processes. Based on this knowledge you will be able to apply tools in cutting 
parameters, manufacturing strategies and dynamic testing all for the purpose of 
optimizing you machining challenges. 

Advanced optimizing milling – 27/3, 18/4 and 15-16/5  

We will focus on the updated knowledge about options on advanced milling 
processes. Based on this knowledge you will be able to apply tools in cutting 
parameters, manufacturing strategies and dynamic testing all for the purpose of 
optimizing you machining challenges. 

Please find more informationom our webpage damrc.com 

Should you want to learn more about project collaboration with the DAMRC and 
what the DAMRC can do for you and your business, you are most welcome to 
contact Klaus Bonde Ørskov – kbo@damrc.com   

 If you receive this newsletter from a colleague and wish to register yourself for 
future updates from the DAMRC, simply send an e-mail to len@damrc.com with 
the text ”Sign up to the DAMRC newsletter”. If you have received the newsletter 
by mistake, you may unsubscribe at the same mail with the text:” Unsubscribe 
from the DAMRC newsletter“. 

This DAMRC newsletter may be forwarded to everyone interested in the 
DAMRC, but may only be reproduced/copied in agreement with CEO Klaus 
Bonde Ørskov kbo@damrc.com 

Sandagervej 10  
7400 Herning 
21545054 
 www.damrc.dk 

Likewise, it is with pleasure that we welcome Jeco as new member. The 
previously described optimization project inspired Jeco to becoming a member 
to get the opportunity to access new technology and further optimization 
processes. 

 

We are looking forward to move on with the cooperation. 

With pleasure, we introduce our four newest employees:  

Speaking of fairs… The next edition of our own in-
house fair is now scheduled and it will be taking 
place on January 17. – 19. 2018. Please, mark the 
dates in your calendar. No worries if you need to 
attend the NC Skills, which takes place at the same 
time. The DAMRC is located in close vicinity of MCH 
where NC Skills is held, which makes it possible for 
you to attend both. 

Spånligaen 2018 

New Members 

We are a part of the  VTM-fair (machine 
tools) in Odense Congress Centre. You can 
find us at booth 6501. Admission to the fair 
is free. Please, pay us a visit on our stand. 
The fair is on from February 28 to March 3. 

Christian Merrild is employed as R&D Engineer  

Johan Øllgaard Larsen is employed as R&D En-
gineer. 

Karen-Inge Burgdorff Sørensen is employed as 
service assistant. 

Steen Mikkelsen is employed as art director.  

 

Please, give them all a warm welcome. 

Project manager Leo Ravn-Nielsen from SET states to the 

Danish magazine Teknovation: 

“Our aim is to assist the companies in our vicinity in get-

ting the best possible terms and conditions and furthermo-

re maximizing their opportunities of running their busines-

ses in the optimum way. As when companies work even 

“This project has been a pleasure and an important eye opener. We have te-

sted one tool and we now have knowledge about the optimum settings for this 

setup. We were surprised to find that there was quite a gap between the pre-

vious settings and the optimum settings. This new setup will lead to higher 

efficiency and lesser tool wear, which is a significant side effect. My point is 

that it is easy to buy a lot of the newest technology but it is much more impor-

tant to know the optimum setup. Through this project with the DAMRC we got 

even more focus on this aspect of our setup,” stated to Teknovation by Ras-

processes, setup and tools has improved significant and I find absolutely no 

reservations on cooperation with the DAMRC again. We became more aware 

of the machining processes and the manufacturing of the materials. Working 

with the specific parameters, we are now more aware of the opportunities for 

future setup and optimization,” stated to Teknovation by Peter Hjelm, CEO of 

Formkon A/S 

The DAMRC has a different approach to op-

timization, and I must admit we were kind of 

hesitant when we got the invitation to enter 

the project. Studying the opportunities given 

by SET via this Machining Project it became 

obvious that we should participate. Looking 

back our knowledge on machining  

VTM 2017 

http://www.damrc.com
http://www.damrc.dk
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ses in the optimum way. As when companies work even 

“This project has been a pleasure and an important eye opener. We have te-

sted one tool and we now have knowledge about the optimum settings for this 

setup. We were surprised to find that there was quite a gap between the pre-

vious settings and the optimum settings. This new setup will lead to higher 

efficiency and lesser tool wear, which is a significant side effect. My point is 

that it is easy to buy a lot of the newest technology but it is much more impor-

tant to know the optimum setup. Through this project with the DAMRC we got 

even more focus on this aspect of our setup,” stated to Teknovation by Ras-

processes, setup and tools has improved significant and I find absolutely no 

reservations on cooperation with the DAMRC again. We became more aware 

of the machining processes and the manufacturing of the materials. Working 

with the specific parameters, we are now more aware of the opportunities for 

future setup and optimization,” stated to Teknovation by Peter Hjelm, CEO of 

Formkon A/S 

The DAMRC has a different approach to op-

timization, and I must admit we were kind of 

hesitant when we got the invitation to enter 

the project. Studying the opportunities given 

by SET via this Machining Project it became 

obvious that we should participate. Looking 

back our knowledge on machining  
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previously described optimization project inspired Jeco to becoming a member 
to get the opportunity to access new technology and further optimization 
processes. 

 

We are looking forward to move on with the cooperation. 

With pleasure, we introduce our four newest employees:  

Speaking of fairs… The next edition of our own in-
house fair is now scheduled and it will be taking 
place on January 17. – 19. 2018. Please, mark the 
dates in your calendar. No worries if you need to 
attend the NC Skills, which takes place at the same 
time. The DAMRC is located in close vicinity of MCH 
where NC Skills is held, which makes it possible for 
you to attend both. 

Spånligaen 2018 

New Members 

We are a part of the  VTM-fair (machine 
tools) in Odense Congress Centre. You can 
find us at booth 6501. Admission to the fair 
is free. Please, pay us a visit on our stand. 
The fair is on from February 28 to March 3. 

Christian Merrild is employed as R&D Engineer  

Johan Øllgaard Larsen is employed as R&D En-
gineer. 

Karen-Inge Burgdorff Sørensen is employed as 
service assistant. 

Steen Mikkelsen is employed as art director.  

 

Please, give them all a warm welcome. 

Project manager Leo Ravn-Nielsen from SET states to the 

Danish magazine Teknovation: 

“Our aim is to assist the companies in our vicinity in get-

ting the best possible terms and conditions and furthermo-

re maximizing their opportunities of running their busines-

ses in the optimum way. As when companies work even 

“This project has been a pleasure and an important eye opener. We have te-

sted one tool and we now have knowledge about the optimum settings for this 

setup. We were surprised to find that there was quite a gap between the pre-

vious settings and the optimum settings. This new setup will lead to higher 

efficiency and lesser tool wear, which is a significant side effect. My point is 

that it is easy to buy a lot of the newest technology but it is much more impor-

tant to know the optimum setup. Through this project with the DAMRC we got 

even more focus on this aspect of our setup,” stated to Teknovation by Ras-

processes, setup and tools has improved significant and I find absolutely no 

reservations on cooperation with the DAMRC again. We became more aware 

of the machining processes and the manufacturing of the materials. Working 

with the specific parameters, we are now more aware of the opportunities for 

future setup and optimization,” stated to Teknovation by Peter Hjelm, CEO of 

Formkon A/S 

The DAMRC has a different approach to op-

timization, and I must admit we were kind of 

hesitant when we got the invitation to enter 

the project. Studying the opportunities given 

by SET via this Machining Project it became 

obvious that we should participate. Looking 

back our knowledge on machining  

VTM 2017 
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Likewise, it is with pleasure that we welcome Jeco as new member. The 
previously described optimization project inspired Jeco to becoming a member 
to get the opportunity to access new technology and further optimization 
processes. 

 

We are looking forward to move on with the cooperation. 

With pleasure, we introduce our four newest employees:  

Speaking of fairs… The next edition of our own in-
house fair is now scheduled and it will be taking 
place on January 17. – 19. 2018. Please, mark the 
dates in your calendar. No worries if you need to 
attend the NC Skills, which takes place at the same 
time. The DAMRC is located in close vicinity of MCH 
where NC Skills is held, which makes it possible for 
you to attend both. 

Spånligaen 2018 

New Members 

We are a part of the  VTM-fair (machine 
tools) in Odense Congress Centre. You can 
find us at booth 6501. Admission to the fair 
is free. Please, pay us a visit on our stand. 
The fair is on from February 28 to March 3. 

Christian Merrild is employed as R&D Engineer  

Johan Øllgaard Larsen is employed as R&D En-
gineer. 

Karen-Inge Burgdorff Sørensen is employed as 
service assistant. 

Steen Mikkelsen is employed as art director.  

 

Please, give them all a warm welcome. 

Project manager Leo Ravn-Nielsen from SET states to the 

Danish magazine Teknovation: 

“Our aim is to assist the companies in our vicinity in get-

ting the best possible terms and conditions and furthermo-

re maximizing their opportunities of running their busines-

ses in the optimum way. As when companies work even 

“This project has been a pleasure and an important eye opener. We have te-

sted one tool and we now have knowledge about the optimum settings for this 

setup. We were surprised to find that there was quite a gap between the pre-

vious settings and the optimum settings. This new setup will lead to higher 

efficiency and lesser tool wear, which is a significant side effect. My point is 

that it is easy to buy a lot of the newest technology but it is much more impor-

tant to know the optimum setup. Through this project with the DAMRC we got 

even more focus on this aspect of our setup,” stated to Teknovation by Ras-

processes, setup and tools has improved significant and I find absolutely no 

reservations on cooperation with the DAMRC again. We became more aware 

of the machining processes and the manufacturing of the materials. Working 

with the specific parameters, we are now more aware of the opportunities for 

future setup and optimization,” stated to Teknovation by Peter Hjelm, CEO of 

Formkon A/S 

The DAMRC has a different approach to op-

timization, and I must admit we were kind of 

hesitant when we got the invitation to enter 

the project. Studying the opportunities given 

by SET via this Machining Project it became 

obvious that we should participate. Looking 

back our knowledge on machining  

VTM 2017 

http://www.damrc.com
http://www.damrc.dk
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and non-ferrous metals answering to all needs that may occur within the 
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At Tibnor, they are specialists in manufacturing materials and configuring 
systems for heavy plates, strip steel, merchant steel, engineering steel, tubes 
and profiles, reinforcement bars, stainless and non-ferrous metals. 

The Danish division of the company was established 1920. There are about 
800 employees in Denmark, Sweden, Norway and Finland of which about 30 
are employed in Denmark. 

Tibnor has signed up as a member based on a wish to contribute to the 
optimization and research in materials and manufacturing.  

New employees 

Courses 

As usual, we give a wide range of courses and seminars. We hope to cover 
some topics relevant to you and that you would like to attend. Please, find more 
information on the courses and seminars below and sign up by mailing Lene at 
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2017 

Advanced optimizing turning - 27/3, 3/4 and 8-9/5  

We will focus on the updated knowledge about options on advanced turning 
processes. Based on this knowledge you will be able to apply tools in cutting 
parameters, manufacturing strategies and dynamic testing all for the purpose of 
optimizing you machining challenges. 
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“Our aim is to assist the companies in our vicinity in get-

ting the best possible terms and conditions and furthermo-

re maximizing their opportunities of running their busines-

ses in the optimum way. As when companies work even 

“This project has been a pleasure and an important eye opener. We have te-

sted one tool and we now have knowledge about the optimum settings for this 

setup. We were surprised to find that there was quite a gap between the pre-

vious settings and the optimum settings. This new setup will lead to higher 

efficiency and lesser tool wear, which is a significant side effect. My point is 
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even more focus on this aspect of our setup,” stated to Teknovation by Ras-
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future setup and optimization,” stated to Teknovation by Peter Hjelm, CEO of 

Formkon A/S 

The DAMRC has a different approach to op-

timization, and I must admit we were kind of 

hesitant when we got the invitation to enter 

the project. Studying the opportunities given 

by SET via this Machining Project it became 

obvious that we should participate. Looking 

back our knowledge on machining  
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to get the opportunity to access new technology and further optimization 
processes. 

 

We are looking forward to move on with the cooperation. 

With pleasure, we introduce our four newest employees:  

Speaking of fairs… The next edition of our own in-
house fair is now scheduled and it will be taking 
place on January 17. – 19. 2018. Please, mark the 
dates in your calendar. No worries if you need to 
attend the NC Skills, which takes place at the same 
time. The DAMRC is located in close vicinity of MCH 
where NC Skills is held, which makes it possible for 
you to attend both. 

Spånligaen 2018 

New Members 

We are a part of the  VTM-fair (machine 
tools) in Odense Congress Centre. You can 
find us at booth 6501. Admission to the fair 
is free. Please, pay us a visit on our stand. 
The fair is on from February 28 to March 3. 

Christian Merrild is employed as R&D Engineer  

Johan Øllgaard Larsen is employed as R&D En-
gineer. 

Karen-Inge Burgdorff Sørensen is employed as 
service assistant. 

Steen Mikkelsen is employed as art director.  

 

Please, give them all a warm welcome. 

Project manager Leo Ravn-Nielsen from SET states to the 

Danish magazine Teknovation: 

“Our aim is to assist the companies in our vicinity in get-

ting the best possible terms and conditions and furthermo-

re maximizing their opportunities of running their busines-

ses in the optimum way. As when companies work even 

“This project has been a pleasure and an important eye opener. We have te-

sted one tool and we now have knowledge about the optimum settings for this 

setup. We were surprised to find that there was quite a gap between the pre-

vious settings and the optimum settings. This new setup will lead to higher 

efficiency and lesser tool wear, which is a significant side effect. My point is 

that it is easy to buy a lot of the newest technology but it is much more impor-

tant to know the optimum setup. Through this project with the DAMRC we got 

even more focus on this aspect of our setup,” stated to Teknovation by Ras-

processes, setup and tools has improved significant and I find absolutely no 

reservations on cooperation with the DAMRC again. We became more aware 

of the machining processes and the manufacturing of the materials. Working 

with the specific parameters, we are now more aware of the opportunities for 

future setup and optimization,” stated to Teknovation by Peter Hjelm, CEO of 

Formkon A/S 

The DAMRC has a different approach to op-

timization, and I must admit we were kind of 

hesitant when we got the invitation to enter 

the project. Studying the opportunities given 

by SET via this Machining Project it became 

obvious that we should participate. Looking 

back our knowledge on machining  
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We are looking forward to move on with the cooperation. 

With pleasure, we introduce our four newest employees:  
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house fair is now scheduled and it will be taking 
place on January 17. – 19. 2018. Please, mark the 
dates in your calendar. No worries if you need to 
attend the NC Skills, which takes place at the same 
time. The DAMRC is located in close vicinity of MCH 
where NC Skills is held, which makes it possible for 
you to attend both. 

Spånligaen 2018 

New Members 

We are a part of the  VTM-fair (machine 
tools) in Odense Congress Centre. You can 
find us at booth 6501. Admission to the fair 
is free. Please, pay us a visit on our stand. 
The fair is on from February 28 to March 3. 

Christian Merrild is employed as R&D Engineer  

Johan Øllgaard Larsen is employed as R&D En-
gineer. 

Karen-Inge Burgdorff Sørensen is employed as 
service assistant. 

Steen Mikkelsen is employed as art director.  

 

Please, give them all a warm welcome. 

Project manager Leo Ravn-Nielsen from SET states to the 

Danish magazine Teknovation: 

“Our aim is to assist the companies in our vicinity in get-

ting the best possible terms and conditions and furthermo-

re maximizing their opportunities of running their busines-

ses in the optimum way. As when companies work even 

“This project has been a pleasure and an important eye opener. We have te-

sted one tool and we now have knowledge about the optimum settings for this 

setup. We were surprised to find that there was quite a gap between the pre-

vious settings and the optimum settings. This new setup will lead to higher 

efficiency and lesser tool wear, which is a significant side effect. My point is 

that it is easy to buy a lot of the newest technology but it is much more impor-

tant to know the optimum setup. Through this project with the DAMRC we got 

even more focus on this aspect of our setup,” stated to Teknovation by Ras-

processes, setup and tools has improved significant and I find absolutely no 

reservations on cooperation with the DAMRC again. We became more aware 

of the machining processes and the manufacturing of the materials. Working 

with the specific parameters, we are now more aware of the opportunities for 

future setup and optimization,” stated to Teknovation by Peter Hjelm, CEO of 

Formkon A/S 

The DAMRC has a different approach to op-

timization, and I must admit we were kind of 

hesitant when we got the invitation to enter 

the project. Studying the opportunities given 

by SET via this Machining Project it became 

obvious that we should participate. Looking 

back our knowledge on machining  
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We are looking forward to move on with the cooperation. 
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house fair is now scheduled and it will be taking 
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dates in your calendar. No worries if you need to 
attend the NC Skills, which takes place at the same 
time. The DAMRC is located in close vicinity of MCH 
where NC Skills is held, which makes it possible for 
you to attend both. 

Spånligaen 2018 

New Members 

We are a part of the  VTM-fair (machine 
tools) in Odense Congress Centre. You can 
find us at booth 6501. Admission to the fair 
is free. Please, pay us a visit on our stand. 
The fair is on from February 28 to March 3. 

Christian Merrild is employed as R&D Engineer  

Johan Øllgaard Larsen is employed as R&D En-
gineer. 

Karen-Inge Burgdorff Sørensen is employed as 
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Steen Mikkelsen is employed as art director.  

 

Please, give them all a warm welcome. 

Project manager Leo Ravn-Nielsen from SET states to the 

Danish magazine Teknovation: 

“Our aim is to assist the companies in our vicinity in get-

ting the best possible terms and conditions and furthermo-

re maximizing their opportunities of running their busines-

ses in the optimum way. As when companies work even 

“This project has been a pleasure and an important eye opener. We have te-

sted one tool and we now have knowledge about the optimum settings for this 

setup. We were surprised to find that there was quite a gap between the pre-

vious settings and the optimum settings. This new setup will lead to higher 

efficiency and lesser tool wear, which is a significant side effect. My point is 

that it is easy to buy a lot of the newest technology but it is much more impor-

tant to know the optimum setup. Through this project with the DAMRC we got 

even more focus on this aspect of our setup,” stated to Teknovation by Ras-

processes, setup and tools has improved significant and I find absolutely no 

reservations on cooperation with the DAMRC again. We became more aware 

of the machining processes and the manufacturing of the materials. Working 

with the specific parameters, we are now more aware of the opportunities for 

future setup and optimization,” stated to Teknovation by Peter Hjelm, CEO of 

Formkon A/S 

The DAMRC has a different approach to op-

timization, and I must admit we were kind of 

hesitant when we got the invitation to enter 

the project. Studying the opportunities given 

by SET via this Machining Project it became 

obvious that we should participate. Looking 

back our knowledge on machining  
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to get the opportunity to access new technology and further optimization 
processes. 

 

We are looking forward to move on with the cooperation. 

With pleasure, we introduce our four newest employees:  

Speaking of fairs… The next edition of our own in-
house fair is now scheduled and it will be taking 
place on January 17. – 19. 2018. Please, mark the 
dates in your calendar. No worries if you need to 
attend the NC Skills, which takes place at the same 
time. The DAMRC is located in close vicinity of MCH 
where NC Skills is held, which makes it possible for 
you to attend both. 

Spånligaen 2018 

New Members 

We are a part of the  VTM-fair (machine 
tools) in Odense Congress Centre. You can 
find us at booth 6501. Admission to the fair 
is free. Please, pay us a visit on our stand. 
The fair is on from February 28 to March 3. 

Christian Merrild is employed as R&D Engineer  

Johan Øllgaard Larsen is employed as R&D En-
gineer. 

Karen-Inge Burgdorff Sørensen is employed as 
service assistant. 

Steen Mikkelsen is employed as art director.  

 

Please, give them all a warm welcome. 

Project manager Leo Ravn-Nielsen from SET states to the 

Danish magazine Teknovation: 

“Our aim is to assist the companies in our vicinity in get-

ting the best possible terms and conditions and furthermo-

re maximizing their opportunities of running their busines-

ses in the optimum way. As when companies work even 

“This project has been a pleasure and an important eye opener. We have te-

sted one tool and we now have knowledge about the optimum settings for this 

setup. We were surprised to find that there was quite a gap between the pre-

vious settings and the optimum settings. This new setup will lead to higher 

efficiency and lesser tool wear, which is a significant side effect. My point is 

that it is easy to buy a lot of the newest technology but it is much more impor-

tant to know the optimum setup. Through this project with the DAMRC we got 

even more focus on this aspect of our setup,” stated to Teknovation by Ras-

processes, setup and tools has improved significant and I find absolutely no 

reservations on cooperation with the DAMRC again. We became more aware 

of the machining processes and the manufacturing of the materials. Working 

with the specific parameters, we are now more aware of the opportunities for 

future setup and optimization,” stated to Teknovation by Peter Hjelm, CEO of 

Formkon A/S 

The DAMRC has a different approach to op-

timization, and I must admit we were kind of 

hesitant when we got the invitation to enter 

the project. Studying the opportunities given 

by SET via this Machining Project it became 

obvious that we should participate. Looking 

back our knowledge on machining  

VTM 2017 
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Likewise, it is with pleasure that we welcome Jeco as new member. The 
previously described optimization project inspired Jeco to becoming a member 
to get the opportunity to access new technology and further optimization 
processes. 

 

We are looking forward to move on with the cooperation. 

With pleasure, we introduce our four newest employees:  

Speaking of fairs… The next edition of our own in-
house fair is now scheduled and it will be taking 
place on January 17. – 19. 2018. Please, mark the 
dates in your calendar. No worries if you need to 
attend the NC Skills, which takes place at the same 
time. The DAMRC is located in close vicinity of MCH 
where NC Skills is held, which makes it possible for 
you to attend both. 

Spånligaen 2018 

New Members 

We are a part of the  VTM-fair (machine 
tools) in Odense Congress Centre. You can 
find us at booth 6501. Admission to the fair 
is free. Please, pay us a visit on our stand. 
The fair is on from February 28 to March 3. 

Christian Merrild is employed as R&D Engineer  

Johan Øllgaard Larsen is employed as R&D En-
gineer. 

Karen-Inge Burgdorff Sørensen is employed as 
service assistant. 

Steen Mikkelsen is employed as art director.  

 

Please, give them all a warm welcome. 

Project manager Leo Ravn-Nielsen from SET states to the 

Danish magazine Teknovation: 

“Our aim is to assist the companies in our vicinity in get-

ting the best possible terms and conditions and furthermo-

re maximizing their opportunities of running their busines-

ses in the optimum way. As when companies work even 

“This project has been a pleasure and an important eye opener. We have te-

sted one tool and we now have knowledge about the optimum settings for this 

setup. We were surprised to find that there was quite a gap between the pre-

vious settings and the optimum settings. This new setup will lead to higher 

efficiency and lesser tool wear, which is a significant side effect. My point is 

that it is easy to buy a lot of the newest technology but it is much more impor-

tant to know the optimum setup. Through this project with the DAMRC we got 

even more focus on this aspect of our setup,” stated to Teknovation by Ras-

processes, setup and tools has improved significant and I find absolutely no 

reservations on cooperation with the DAMRC again. We became more aware 

of the machining processes and the manufacturing of the materials. Working 

with the specific parameters, we are now more aware of the opportunities for 

future setup and optimization,” stated to Teknovation by Peter Hjelm, CEO of 

Formkon A/S 

The DAMRC has a different approach to op-

timization, and I must admit we were kind of 

hesitant when we got the invitation to enter 

the project. Studying the opportunities given 

by SET via this Machining Project it became 

obvious that we should participate. Looking 

back our knowledge on machining  

VTM 2017 
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vious settings and the optimum settings. This new setup will lead to higher 

efficiency and lesser tool wear, which is a significant side effect. My point is 

that it is easy to buy a lot of the newest technology but it is much more impor-

tant to know the optimum setup. Through this project with the DAMRC we got 

even more focus on this aspect of our setup,” stated to Teknovation by Ras-

processes, setup and tools has improved significant and I find absolutely no 

reservations on cooperation with the DAMRC again. We became more aware 

of the machining processes and the manufacturing of the materials. Working 

with the specific parameters, we are now more aware of the opportunities for 

future setup and optimization,” stated to Teknovation by Peter Hjelm, CEO of 

Formkon A/S 

The DAMRC has a different approach to op-

timization, and I must admit we were kind of 

hesitant when we got the invitation to enter 

the project. Studying the opportunities given 

by SET via this Machining Project it became 

obvious that we should participate. Looking 

back our knowledge on machining  
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is free. Please, pay us a visit on our stand. 
The fair is on from February 28 to March 3. 
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ting the best possible terms and conditions and furthermo-

re maximizing their opportunities of running their busines-

ses in the optimum way. As when companies work even 

“This project has been a pleasure and an important eye opener. We have te-

sted one tool and we now have knowledge about the optimum settings for this 

setup. We were surprised to find that there was quite a gap between the pre-

vious settings and the optimum settings. This new setup will lead to higher 
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The DAMRC has a different approach to op-

timization, and I must admit we were kind of 

hesitant when we got the invitation to enter 

the project. Studying the opportunities given 

by SET via this Machining Project it became 

obvious that we should participate. Looking 
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We are looking forward to move on with the cooperation. 

With pleasure, we introduce our four newest employees:  
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house fair is now scheduled and it will be taking 
place on January 17. – 19. 2018. Please, mark the 
dates in your calendar. No worries if you need to 
attend the NC Skills, which takes place at the same 
time. The DAMRC is located in close vicinity of MCH 
where NC Skills is held, which makes it possible for 
you to attend both. 

Spånligaen 2018 

New Members 

We are a part of the  VTM-fair (machine 
tools) in Odense Congress Centre. You can 
find us at booth 6501. Admission to the fair 
is free. Please, pay us a visit on our stand. 
The fair is on from February 28 to March 3. 

Christian Merrild is employed as R&D Engineer  

Johan Øllgaard Larsen is employed as R&D En-
gineer. 

Karen-Inge Burgdorff Sørensen is employed as 
service assistant. 

Steen Mikkelsen is employed as art director.  

 

Please, give them all a warm welcome. 

Project manager Leo Ravn-Nielsen from SET states to the 

Danish magazine Teknovation: 

“Our aim is to assist the companies in our vicinity in get-

ting the best possible terms and conditions and furthermo-

re maximizing their opportunities of running their busines-

ses in the optimum way. As when companies work even 

“This project has been a pleasure and an important eye opener. We have te-

sted one tool and we now have knowledge about the optimum settings for this 

setup. We were surprised to find that there was quite a gap between the pre-

vious settings and the optimum settings. This new setup will lead to higher 

efficiency and lesser tool wear, which is a significant side effect. My point is 

that it is easy to buy a lot of the newest technology but it is much more impor-

tant to know the optimum setup. Through this project with the DAMRC we got 

even more focus on this aspect of our setup,” stated to Teknovation by Ras-

processes, setup and tools has improved significant and I find absolutely no 

reservations on cooperation with the DAMRC again. We became more aware 

of the machining processes and the manufacturing of the materials. Working 

with the specific parameters, we are now more aware of the opportunities for 

future setup and optimization,” stated to Teknovation by Peter Hjelm, CEO of 

Formkon A/S 

The DAMRC has a different approach to op-

timization, and I must admit we were kind of 

hesitant when we got the invitation to enter 

the project. Studying the opportunities given 

by SET via this Machining Project it became 

obvious that we should participate. Looking 

back our knowledge on machining  
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to get the opportunity to access new technology and further optimization 
processes. 

 

We are looking forward to move on with the cooperation. 
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house fair is now scheduled and it will be taking 
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dates in your calendar. No worries if you need to 
attend the NC Skills, which takes place at the same 
time. The DAMRC is located in close vicinity of MCH 
where NC Skills is held, which makes it possible for 
you to attend both. 

Spånligaen 2018 

New Members 

We are a part of the  VTM-fair (machine 
tools) in Odense Congress Centre. You can 
find us at booth 6501. Admission to the fair 
is free. Please, pay us a visit on our stand. 
The fair is on from February 28 to March 3. 

Christian Merrild is employed as R&D Engineer  

Johan Øllgaard Larsen is employed as R&D En-
gineer. 

Karen-Inge Burgdorff Sørensen is employed as 
service assistant. 

Steen Mikkelsen is employed as art director.  

 

Please, give them all a warm welcome. 

Project manager Leo Ravn-Nielsen from SET states to the 

Danish magazine Teknovation: 

“Our aim is to assist the companies in our vicinity in get-

ting the best possible terms and conditions and furthermo-

re maximizing their opportunities of running their busines-

ses in the optimum way. As when companies work even 

“This project has been a pleasure and an important eye opener. We have te-

sted one tool and we now have knowledge about the optimum settings for this 

setup. We were surprised to find that there was quite a gap between the pre-

vious settings and the optimum settings. This new setup will lead to higher 

efficiency and lesser tool wear, which is a significant side effect. My point is 

that it is easy to buy a lot of the newest technology but it is much more impor-

tant to know the optimum setup. Through this project with the DAMRC we got 

even more focus on this aspect of our setup,” stated to Teknovation by Ras-

processes, setup and tools has improved significant and I find absolutely no 

reservations on cooperation with the DAMRC again. We became more aware 

of the machining processes and the manufacturing of the materials. Working 

with the specific parameters, we are now more aware of the opportunities for 

future setup and optimization,” stated to Teknovation by Peter Hjelm, CEO of 

Formkon A/S 

The DAMRC has a different approach to op-

timization, and I must admit we were kind of 

hesitant when we got the invitation to enter 

the project. Studying the opportunities given 

by SET via this Machining Project it became 

obvious that we should participate. Looking 

back our knowledge on machining  
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We are looking forward to move on with the cooperation. 
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where NC Skills is held, which makes it possible for 
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is free. Please, pay us a visit on our stand. 
The fair is on from February 28 to March 3. 

Christian Merrild is employed as R&D Engineer  

Johan Øllgaard Larsen is employed as R&D En-
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Steen Mikkelsen is employed as art director.  

 

Please, give them all a warm welcome. 

Project manager Leo Ravn-Nielsen from SET states to the 

Danish magazine Teknovation: 

“Our aim is to assist the companies in our vicinity in get-

ting the best possible terms and conditions and furthermo-

re maximizing their opportunities of running their busines-

ses in the optimum way. As when companies work even 

“This project has been a pleasure and an important eye opener. We have te-

sted one tool and we now have knowledge about the optimum settings for this 

setup. We were surprised to find that there was quite a gap between the pre-

vious settings and the optimum settings. This new setup will lead to higher 

efficiency and lesser tool wear, which is a significant side effect. My point is 

that it is easy to buy a lot of the newest technology but it is much more impor-

tant to know the optimum setup. Through this project with the DAMRC we got 

even more focus on this aspect of our setup,” stated to Teknovation by Ras-

processes, setup and tools has improved significant and I find absolutely no 

reservations on cooperation with the DAMRC again. We became more aware 

of the machining processes and the manufacturing of the materials. Working 

with the specific parameters, we are now more aware of the opportunities for 

future setup and optimization,” stated to Teknovation by Peter Hjelm, CEO of 

Formkon A/S 

The DAMRC has a different approach to op-

timization, and I must admit we were kind of 

hesitant when we got the invitation to enter 

the project. Studying the opportunities given 

by SET via this Machining Project it became 

obvious that we should participate. Looking 

back our knowledge on machining  
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previously described optimization project inspired Jeco to becoming a member 
to get the opportunity to access new technology and further optimization 
processes. 

 

We are looking forward to move on with the cooperation. 

With pleasure, we introduce our four newest employees:  
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house fair is now scheduled and it will be taking 
place on January 17. – 19. 2018. Please, mark the 
dates in your calendar. No worries if you need to 
attend the NC Skills, which takes place at the same 
time. The DAMRC is located in close vicinity of MCH 
where NC Skills is held, which makes it possible for 
you to attend both. 

Spånligaen 2018 

New Members 

We are a part of the  VTM-fair (machine 
tools) in Odense Congress Centre. You can 
find us at booth 6501. Admission to the fair 
is free. Please, pay us a visit on our stand. 
The fair is on from February 28 to March 3. 

Christian Merrild is employed as R&D Engineer  

Johan Øllgaard Larsen is employed as R&D En-
gineer. 

Karen-Inge Burgdorff Sørensen is employed as 
service assistant. 

Steen Mikkelsen is employed as art director.  

 

Please, give them all a warm welcome. 

Project manager Leo Ravn-Nielsen from SET states to the 

Danish magazine Teknovation: 

“Our aim is to assist the companies in our vicinity in get-

ting the best possible terms and conditions and furthermo-

re maximizing their opportunities of running their busines-

ses in the optimum way. As when companies work even 

“This project has been a pleasure and an important eye opener. We have te-

sted one tool and we now have knowledge about the optimum settings for this 

setup. We were surprised to find that there was quite a gap between the pre-

vious settings and the optimum settings. This new setup will lead to higher 

efficiency and lesser tool wear, which is a significant side effect. My point is 

that it is easy to buy a lot of the newest technology but it is much more impor-

tant to know the optimum setup. Through this project with the DAMRC we got 

even more focus on this aspect of our setup,” stated to Teknovation by Ras-

processes, setup and tools has improved significant and I find absolutely no 

reservations on cooperation with the DAMRC again. We became more aware 

of the machining processes and the manufacturing of the materials. Working 

with the specific parameters, we are now more aware of the opportunities for 

future setup and optimization,” stated to Teknovation by Peter Hjelm, CEO of 

Formkon A/S 

The DAMRC has a different approach to op-

timization, and I must admit we were kind of 

hesitant when we got the invitation to enter 

the project. Studying the opportunities given 

by SET via this Machining Project it became 

obvious that we should participate. Looking 

back our knowledge on machining  
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to get the opportunity to access new technology and further optimization 
processes. 

 

We are looking forward to move on with the cooperation. 

With pleasure, we introduce our four newest employees:  

Speaking of fairs… The next edition of our own in-
house fair is now scheduled and it will be taking 
place on January 17. – 19. 2018. Please, mark the 
dates in your calendar. No worries if you need to 
attend the NC Skills, which takes place at the same 
time. The DAMRC is located in close vicinity of MCH 
where NC Skills is held, which makes it possible for 
you to attend both. 

Spånligaen 2018 

New Members 

We are a part of the  VTM-fair (machine 
tools) in Odense Congress Centre. You can 
find us at booth 6501. Admission to the fair 
is free. Please, pay us a visit on our stand. 
The fair is on from February 28 to March 3. 

Christian Merrild is employed as R&D Engineer  

Johan Øllgaard Larsen is employed as R&D En-
gineer. 

Karen-Inge Burgdorff Sørensen is employed as 
service assistant. 

Steen Mikkelsen is employed as art director.  

 

Please, give them all a warm welcome. 

Project manager Leo Ravn-Nielsen from SET states to the 

Danish magazine Teknovation: 

“Our aim is to assist the companies in our vicinity in get-

ting the best possible terms and conditions and furthermo-

re maximizing their opportunities of running their busines-

ses in the optimum way. As when companies work even 

“This project has been a pleasure and an important eye opener. We have te-

sted one tool and we now have knowledge about the optimum settings for this 

setup. We were surprised to find that there was quite a gap between the pre-

vious settings and the optimum settings. This new setup will lead to higher 

efficiency and lesser tool wear, which is a significant side effect. My point is 

that it is easy to buy a lot of the newest technology but it is much more impor-

tant to know the optimum setup. Through this project with the DAMRC we got 

even more focus on this aspect of our setup,” stated to Teknovation by Ras-

processes, setup and tools has improved significant and I find absolutely no 

reservations on cooperation with the DAMRC again. We became more aware 

of the machining processes and the manufacturing of the materials. Working 

with the specific parameters, we are now more aware of the opportunities for 

future setup and optimization,” stated to Teknovation by Peter Hjelm, CEO of 

Formkon A/S 

The DAMRC has a different approach to op-

timization, and I must admit we were kind of 

hesitant when we got the invitation to enter 

the project. Studying the opportunities given 

by SET via this Machining Project it became 

obvious that we should participate. Looking 

back our knowledge on machining  

VTM 2017 
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to get the opportunity to access new technology and further optimization 
processes. 

 

We are looking forward to move on with the cooperation. 

With pleasure, we introduce our four newest employees:  
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house fair is now scheduled and it will be taking 
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dates in your calendar. No worries if you need to 
attend the NC Skills, which takes place at the same 
time. The DAMRC is located in close vicinity of MCH 
where NC Skills is held, which makes it possible for 
you to attend both. 

Spånligaen 2018 

New Members 

We are a part of the  VTM-fair (machine 
tools) in Odense Congress Centre. You can 
find us at booth 6501. Admission to the fair 
is free. Please, pay us a visit on our stand. 
The fair is on from February 28 to March 3. 

Christian Merrild is employed as R&D Engineer  

Johan Øllgaard Larsen is employed as R&D En-
gineer. 

Karen-Inge Burgdorff Sørensen is employed as 
service assistant. 

Steen Mikkelsen is employed as art director.  

 

Please, give them all a warm welcome. 

Project manager Leo Ravn-Nielsen from SET states to the 

Danish magazine Teknovation: 

“Our aim is to assist the companies in our vicinity in get-

ting the best possible terms and conditions and furthermo-

re maximizing their opportunities of running their busines-

ses in the optimum way. As when companies work even 

“This project has been a pleasure and an important eye opener. We have te-

sted one tool and we now have knowledge about the optimum settings for this 

setup. We were surprised to find that there was quite a gap between the pre-

vious settings and the optimum settings. This new setup will lead to higher 

efficiency and lesser tool wear, which is a significant side effect. My point is 

that it is easy to buy a lot of the newest technology but it is much more impor-

tant to know the optimum setup. Through this project with the DAMRC we got 

even more focus on this aspect of our setup,” stated to Teknovation by Ras-

processes, setup and tools has improved significant and I find absolutely no 

reservations on cooperation with the DAMRC again. We became more aware 

of the machining processes and the manufacturing of the materials. Working 

with the specific parameters, we are now more aware of the opportunities for 

future setup and optimization,” stated to Teknovation by Peter Hjelm, CEO of 

Formkon A/S 

The DAMRC has a different approach to op-

timization, and I must admit we were kind of 

hesitant when we got the invitation to enter 

the project. Studying the opportunities given 

by SET via this Machining Project it became 

obvious that we should participate. Looking 

back our knowledge on machining  
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to get the opportunity to access new technology and further optimization 
processes. 

 

We are looking forward to move on with the cooperation. 

With pleasure, we introduce our four newest employees:  
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house fair is now scheduled and it will be taking 
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dates in your calendar. No worries if you need to 
attend the NC Skills, which takes place at the same 
time. The DAMRC is located in close vicinity of MCH 
where NC Skills is held, which makes it possible for 
you to attend both. 

Spånligaen 2018 

New Members 

We are a part of the  VTM-fair (machine 
tools) in Odense Congress Centre. You can 
find us at booth 6501. Admission to the fair 
is free. Please, pay us a visit on our stand. 
The fair is on from February 28 to March 3. 

Christian Merrild is employed as R&D Engineer  

Johan Øllgaard Larsen is employed as R&D En-
gineer. 

Karen-Inge Burgdorff Sørensen is employed as 
service assistant. 

Steen Mikkelsen is employed as art director.  

 

Please, give them all a warm welcome. 

Project manager Leo Ravn-Nielsen from SET states to the 

Danish magazine Teknovation: 

“Our aim is to assist the companies in our vicinity in get-

ting the best possible terms and conditions and furthermo-

re maximizing their opportunities of running their busines-

ses in the optimum way. As when companies work even 

“This project has been a pleasure and an important eye opener. We have te-

sted one tool and we now have knowledge about the optimum settings for this 

setup. We were surprised to find that there was quite a gap between the pre-

vious settings and the optimum settings. This new setup will lead to higher 

efficiency and lesser tool wear, which is a significant side effect. My point is 

that it is easy to buy a lot of the newest technology but it is much more impor-

tant to know the optimum setup. Through this project with the DAMRC we got 

even more focus on this aspect of our setup,” stated to Teknovation by Ras-

processes, setup and tools has improved significant and I find absolutely no 

reservations on cooperation with the DAMRC again. We became more aware 

of the machining processes and the manufacturing of the materials. Working 

with the specific parameters, we are now more aware of the opportunities for 

future setup and optimization,” stated to Teknovation by Peter Hjelm, CEO of 

Formkon A/S 

The DAMRC has a different approach to op-

timization, and I must admit we were kind of 

hesitant when we got the invitation to enter 

the project. Studying the opportunities given 

by SET via this Machining Project it became 

obvious that we should participate. Looking 

back our knowledge on machining  
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processes. 

 

We are looking forward to move on with the cooperation. 

With pleasure, we introduce our four newest employees:  

Speaking of fairs… The next edition of our own in-
house fair is now scheduled and it will be taking 
place on January 17. – 19. 2018. Please, mark the 
dates in your calendar. No worries if you need to 
attend the NC Skills, which takes place at the same 
time. The DAMRC is located in close vicinity of MCH 
where NC Skills is held, which makes it possible for 
you to attend both. 

Spånligaen 2018 

New Members 

We are a part of the  VTM-fair (machine 
tools) in Odense Congress Centre. You can 
find us at booth 6501. Admission to the fair 
is free. Please, pay us a visit on our stand. 
The fair is on from February 28 to March 3. 

Christian Merrild is employed as R&D Engineer  

Johan Øllgaard Larsen is employed as R&D En-
gineer. 

Karen-Inge Burgdorff Sørensen is employed as 
service assistant. 

Steen Mikkelsen is employed as art director.  

 

Please, give them all a warm welcome. 

Project manager Leo Ravn-Nielsen from SET states to the 

Danish magazine Teknovation: 

“Our aim is to assist the companies in our vicinity in get-

ting the best possible terms and conditions and furthermo-

re maximizing their opportunities of running their busines-

ses in the optimum way. As when companies work even 

“This project has been a pleasure and an important eye opener. We have te-

sted one tool and we now have knowledge about the optimum settings for this 

setup. We were surprised to find that there was quite a gap between the pre-

vious settings and the optimum settings. This new setup will lead to higher 

efficiency and lesser tool wear, which is a significant side effect. My point is 

that it is easy to buy a lot of the newest technology but it is much more impor-

tant to know the optimum setup. Through this project with the DAMRC we got 

even more focus on this aspect of our setup,” stated to Teknovation by Ras-

processes, setup and tools has improved significant and I find absolutely no 

reservations on cooperation with the DAMRC again. We became more aware 

of the machining processes and the manufacturing of the materials. Working 

with the specific parameters, we are now more aware of the opportunities for 

future setup and optimization,” stated to Teknovation by Peter Hjelm, CEO of 

Formkon A/S 

The DAMRC has a different approach to op-

timization, and I must admit we were kind of 

hesitant when we got the invitation to enter 

the project. Studying the opportunities given 

by SET via this Machining Project it became 

obvious that we should participate. Looking 

back our knowledge on machining  

VTM 2017 
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Likewise, it is with pleasure that we welcome Jeco as new member. The 
previously described optimization project inspired Jeco to becoming a member 
to get the opportunity to access new technology and further optimization 
processes. 

 

We are looking forward to move on with the cooperation. 

With pleasure, we introduce our four newest employees:  

Speaking of fairs… The next edition of our own in-
house fair is now scheduled and it will be taking 
place on January 17. – 19. 2018. Please, mark the 
dates in your calendar. No worries if you need to 
attend the NC Skills, which takes place at the same 
time. The DAMRC is located in close vicinity of MCH 
where NC Skills is held, which makes it possible for 
you to attend both. 

Spånligaen 2018 

New Members 

We are a part of the  VTM-fair (machine 
tools) in Odense Congress Centre. You can 
find us at booth 6501. Admission to the fair 
is free. Please, pay us a visit on our stand. 
The fair is on from February 28 to March 3. 

Christian Merrild is employed as R&D Engineer  

Johan Øllgaard Larsen is employed as R&D En-
gineer. 

Karen-Inge Burgdorff Sørensen is employed as 
service assistant. 

Steen Mikkelsen is employed as art director.  

 

Please, give them all a warm welcome. 

Project manager Leo Ravn-Nielsen from SET states to the 

Danish magazine Teknovation: 

“Our aim is to assist the companies in our vicinity in get-

ting the best possible terms and conditions and furthermo-

re maximizing their opportunities of running their busines-

ses in the optimum way. As when companies work even 

“This project has been a pleasure and an important eye opener. We have te-

sted one tool and we now have knowledge about the optimum settings for this 

setup. We were surprised to find that there was quite a gap between the pre-

vious settings and the optimum settings. This new setup will lead to higher 

efficiency and lesser tool wear, which is a significant side effect. My point is 

that it is easy to buy a lot of the newest technology but it is much more impor-

tant to know the optimum setup. Through this project with the DAMRC we got 

even more focus on this aspect of our setup,” stated to Teknovation by Ras-

processes, setup and tools has improved significant and I find absolutely no 

reservations on cooperation with the DAMRC again. We became more aware 

of the machining processes and the manufacturing of the materials. Working 

with the specific parameters, we are now more aware of the opportunities for 

future setup and optimization,” stated to Teknovation by Peter Hjelm, CEO of 

Formkon A/S 

The DAMRC has a different approach to op-

timization, and I must admit we were kind of 

hesitant when we got the invitation to enter 

the project. Studying the opportunities given 

by SET via this Machining Project it became 

obvious that we should participate. Looking 

back our knowledge on machining  
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We are looking forward to move on with the cooperation. 

With pleasure, we introduce our four newest employees:  

Speaking of fairs… The next edition of our own in-
house fair is now scheduled and it will be taking 
place on January 17. – 19. 2018. Please, mark the 
dates in your calendar. No worries if you need to 
attend the NC Skills, which takes place at the same 
time. The DAMRC is located in close vicinity of MCH 
where NC Skills is held, which makes it possible for 
you to attend both. 

Spånligaen 2018 

New Members 

We are a part of the  VTM-fair (machine 
tools) in Odense Congress Centre. You can 
find us at booth 6501. Admission to the fair 
is free. Please, pay us a visit on our stand. 
The fair is on from February 28 to March 3. 

Christian Merrild is employed as R&D Engineer  

Johan Øllgaard Larsen is employed as R&D En-
gineer. 

Karen-Inge Burgdorff Sørensen is employed as 
service assistant. 

Steen Mikkelsen is employed as art director.  

 

Please, give them all a warm welcome. 

Project manager Leo Ravn-Nielsen from SET states to the 

Danish magazine Teknovation: 

“Our aim is to assist the companies in our vicinity in get-

ting the best possible terms and conditions and furthermo-

re maximizing their opportunities of running their busines-

ses in the optimum way. As when companies work even 

“This project has been a pleasure and an important eye opener. We have te-

sted one tool and we now have knowledge about the optimum settings for this 

setup. We were surprised to find that there was quite a gap between the pre-

vious settings and the optimum settings. This new setup will lead to higher 

efficiency and lesser tool wear, which is a significant side effect. My point is 

that it is easy to buy a lot of the newest technology but it is much more impor-

tant to know the optimum setup. Through this project with the DAMRC we got 

even more focus on this aspect of our setup,” stated to Teknovation by Ras-

processes, setup and tools has improved significant and I find absolutely no 

reservations on cooperation with the DAMRC again. We became more aware 

of the machining processes and the manufacturing of the materials. Working 

with the specific parameters, we are now more aware of the opportunities for 

future setup and optimization,” stated to Teknovation by Peter Hjelm, CEO of 

Formkon A/S 

The DAMRC has a different approach to op-

timization, and I must admit we were kind of 

hesitant when we got the invitation to enter 

the project. Studying the opportunities given 

by SET via this Machining Project it became 

obvious that we should participate. Looking 

back our knowledge on machining  

VTM 2017 

http://www.damrc.com
http://www.damrc.dk
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accomplished several project-optimizing processes at the local companies 

Jeco A/S and Formkon A/S blot located in the area around Skive. 

Optimization 

 

It is with pleasure that we welcome our new member, Tibnor and we are 
looking to cooperating with Tibnor. 

Tibnor is a multi-metal full-range distributor. This means a broad range of steel 
and non-ferrous metals answering to all needs that may occur within the 
manufacturing industry in the Nordics.  

At Tibnor, they are specialists in manufacturing materials and configuring 
systems for heavy plates, strip steel, merchant steel, engineering steel, tubes 
and profiles, reinforcement bars, stainless and non-ferrous metals. 

The Danish division of the company was established 1920. There are about 
800 employees in Denmark, Sweden, Norway and Finland of which about 30 
are employed in Denmark. 

Tibnor has signed up as a member based on a wish to contribute to the 
optimization and research in materials and manufacturing.  

New employees 

Courses 

As usual, we give a wide range of courses and seminars. We hope to cover 
some topics relevant to you and that you would like to attend. Please, find more 
information on the courses and seminars below and sign up by mailing Lene at 
len@damrc.com 

2017 

Advanced optimizing turning - 27/3, 3/4 and 8-9/5  

We will focus on the updated knowledge about options on advanced turning 
processes. Based on this knowledge you will be able to apply tools in cutting 
parameters, manufacturing strategies and dynamic testing all for the purpose of 
optimizing you machining challenges. 

Advanced optimizing milling – 27/3, 18/4 and 15-16/5  

We will focus on the updated knowledge about options on advanced milling 
processes. Based on this knowledge you will be able to apply tools in cutting 
parameters, manufacturing strategies and dynamic testing all for the purpose of 
optimizing you machining challenges. 

Please find more informationom our webpage damrc.com 

Should you want to learn more about project collaboration with the DAMRC and 
what the DAMRC can do for you and your business, you are most welcome to 
contact Klaus Bonde Ørskov – kbo@damrc.com   

 If you receive this newsletter from a colleague and wish to register yourself for 
future updates from the DAMRC, simply send an e-mail to len@damrc.com with 
the text ”Sign up to the DAMRC newsletter”. If you have received the newsletter 
by mistake, you may unsubscribe at the same mail with the text:” Unsubscribe 
from the DAMRC newsletter“. 

This DAMRC newsletter may be forwarded to everyone interested in the 
DAMRC, but may only be reproduced/copied in agreement with CEO Klaus 
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even more focus on this aspect of our setup,” stated to Teknovation by Ras-

processes, setup and tools has improved significant and I find absolutely no 

reservations on cooperation with the DAMRC again. We became more aware 

of the machining processes and the manufacturing of the materials. Working 

with the specific parameters, we are now more aware of the opportunities for 

future setup and optimization,” stated to Teknovation by Peter Hjelm, CEO of 

Formkon A/S 

The DAMRC has a different approach to op-

timization, and I must admit we were kind of 

hesitant when we got the invitation to enter 

the project. Studying the opportunities given 

by SET via this Machining Project it became 
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where NC Skills is held, which makes it possible for 
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New Members 

We are a part of the  VTM-fair (machine 
tools) in Odense Congress Centre. You can 
find us at booth 6501. Admission to the fair 
is free. Please, pay us a visit on our stand. 
The fair is on from February 28 to March 3. 

Christian Merrild is employed as R&D Engineer  

Johan Øllgaard Larsen is employed as R&D En-
gineer. 

Karen-Inge Burgdorff Sørensen is employed as 
service assistant. 

Steen Mikkelsen is employed as art director.  

 

Please, give them all a warm welcome. 

Project manager Leo Ravn-Nielsen from SET states to the 

Danish magazine Teknovation: 

“Our aim is to assist the companies in our vicinity in get-

ting the best possible terms and conditions and furthermo-
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The DAMRC has a different approach to op-
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Likewise, it is with pleasure that we welcome Jeco as new member. The 
previously described optimization project inspired Jeco to becoming a member 
to get the opportunity to access new technology and further optimization 
processes. 

 

We are looking forward to move on with the cooperation. 

With pleasure, we introduce our four newest employees:  

Speaking of fairs… The next edition of our own in-
house fair is now scheduled and it will be taking 
place on January 17. – 19. 2018. Please, mark the 
dates in your calendar. No worries if you need to 
attend the NC Skills, which takes place at the same 
time. The DAMRC is located in close vicinity of MCH 
where NC Skills is held, which makes it possible for 
you to attend both. 

Spånligaen 2018 

New Members 

We are a part of the  VTM-fair (machine 
tools) in Odense Congress Centre. You can 
find us at booth 6501. Admission to the fair 
is free. Please, pay us a visit on our stand. 
The fair is on from February 28 to March 3. 

Christian Merrild is employed as R&D Engineer  

Johan Øllgaard Larsen is employed as R&D En-
gineer. 

Karen-Inge Burgdorff Sørensen is employed as 
service assistant. 

Steen Mikkelsen is employed as art director.  

 

Please, give them all a warm welcome. 

Project manager Leo Ravn-Nielsen from SET states to the 

Danish magazine Teknovation: 

“Our aim is to assist the companies in our vicinity in get-

ting the best possible terms and conditions and furthermo-

re maximizing their opportunities of running their busines-

ses in the optimum way. As when companies work even 

“This project has been a pleasure and an important eye opener. We have te-

sted one tool and we now have knowledge about the optimum settings for this 

setup. We were surprised to find that there was quite a gap between the pre-

vious settings and the optimum settings. This new setup will lead to higher 

efficiency and lesser tool wear, which is a significant side effect. My point is 

that it is easy to buy a lot of the newest technology but it is much more impor-

tant to know the optimum setup. Through this project with the DAMRC we got 

even more focus on this aspect of our setup,” stated to Teknovation by Ras-

processes, setup and tools has improved significant and I find absolutely no 

reservations on cooperation with the DAMRC again. We became more aware 

of the machining processes and the manufacturing of the materials. Working 

with the specific parameters, we are now more aware of the opportunities for 

future setup and optimization,” stated to Teknovation by Peter Hjelm, CEO of 

Formkon A/S 

The DAMRC has a different approach to op-

timization, and I must admit we were kind of 

hesitant when we got the invitation to enter 

the project. Studying the opportunities given 

by SET via this Machining Project it became 

obvious that we should participate. Looking 

back our knowledge on machining  
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previously described optimization project inspired Jeco to becoming a member 
to get the opportunity to access new technology and further optimization 
processes. 

 

We are looking forward to move on with the cooperation. 

With pleasure, we introduce our four newest employees:  
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house fair is now scheduled and it will be taking 
place on January 17. – 19. 2018. Please, mark the 
dates in your calendar. No worries if you need to 
attend the NC Skills, which takes place at the same 
time. The DAMRC is located in close vicinity of MCH 
where NC Skills is held, which makes it possible for 
you to attend both. 

Spånligaen 2018 

New Members 

We are a part of the  VTM-fair (machine 
tools) in Odense Congress Centre. You can 
find us at booth 6501. Admission to the fair 
is free. Please, pay us a visit on our stand. 
The fair is on from February 28 to March 3. 

Christian Merrild is employed as R&D Engineer  

Johan Øllgaard Larsen is employed as R&D En-
gineer. 

Karen-Inge Burgdorff Sørensen is employed as 
service assistant. 

Steen Mikkelsen is employed as art director.  

 

Please, give them all a warm welcome. 

Project manager Leo Ravn-Nielsen from SET states to the 

Danish magazine Teknovation: 

“Our aim is to assist the companies in our vicinity in get-

ting the best possible terms and conditions and furthermo-

re maximizing their opportunities of running their busines-

ses in the optimum way. As when companies work even 

“This project has been a pleasure and an important eye opener. We have te-

sted one tool and we now have knowledge about the optimum settings for this 

setup. We were surprised to find that there was quite a gap between the pre-

vious settings and the optimum settings. This new setup will lead to higher 

efficiency and lesser tool wear, which is a significant side effect. My point is 

that it is easy to buy a lot of the newest technology but it is much more impor-

tant to know the optimum setup. Through this project with the DAMRC we got 

even more focus on this aspect of our setup,” stated to Teknovation by Ras-

processes, setup and tools has improved significant and I find absolutely no 

reservations on cooperation with the DAMRC again. We became more aware 

of the machining processes and the manufacturing of the materials. Working 

with the specific parameters, we are now more aware of the opportunities for 

future setup and optimization,” stated to Teknovation by Peter Hjelm, CEO of 

Formkon A/S 

The DAMRC has a different approach to op-

timization, and I must admit we were kind of 

hesitant when we got the invitation to enter 

the project. Studying the opportunities given 

by SET via this Machining Project it became 

obvious that we should participate. Looking 

back our knowledge on machining  
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Speaking of fairs… The next edition of our own in-
house fair is now scheduled and it will be taking 
place on January 17. – 19. 2018. Please, mark the 
dates in your calendar. No worries if you need to 
attend the NC Skills, which takes place at the same 
time. The DAMRC is located in close vicinity of MCH 
where NC Skills is held, which makes it possible for 
you to attend both. 

Spånligaen 2018 

New Members 

We are a part of the  VTM-fair (machine 
tools) in Odense Congress Centre. You can 
find us at booth 6501. Admission to the fair 
is free. Please, pay us a visit on our stand. 
The fair is on from February 28 to March 3. 

Christian Merrild is employed as R&D Engineer  

Johan Øllgaard Larsen is employed as R&D En-
gineer. 

Karen-Inge Burgdorff Sørensen is employed as 
service assistant. 

Steen Mikkelsen is employed as art director.  

 

Please, give them all a warm welcome. 

Project manager Leo Ravn-Nielsen from SET states to the 

Danish magazine Teknovation: 

“Our aim is to assist the companies in our vicinity in get-

ting the best possible terms and conditions and furthermo-

re maximizing their opportunities of running their busines-

ses in the optimum way. As when companies work even 

“This project has been a pleasure and an important eye opener. We have te-

sted one tool and we now have knowledge about the optimum settings for this 

setup. We were surprised to find that there was quite a gap between the pre-

vious settings and the optimum settings. This new setup will lead to higher 

efficiency and lesser tool wear, which is a significant side effect. My point is 

that it is easy to buy a lot of the newest technology but it is much more impor-

tant to know the optimum setup. Through this project with the DAMRC we got 

even more focus on this aspect of our setup,” stated to Teknovation by Ras-

processes, setup and tools has improved significant and I find absolutely no 

reservations on cooperation with the DAMRC again. We became more aware 

of the machining processes and the manufacturing of the materials. Working 

with the specific parameters, we are now more aware of the opportunities for 

future setup and optimization,” stated to Teknovation by Peter Hjelm, CEO of 

Formkon A/S 

The DAMRC has a different approach to op-

timization, and I must admit we were kind of 

hesitant when we got the invitation to enter 

the project. Studying the opportunities given 

by SET via this Machining Project it became 

obvious that we should participate. Looking 
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to get the opportunity to access new technology and further optimization 
processes. 

 

We are looking forward to move on with the cooperation. 
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attend the NC Skills, which takes place at the same 
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where NC Skills is held, which makes it possible for 
you to attend both. 
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New Members 

We are a part of the  VTM-fair (machine 
tools) in Odense Congress Centre. You can 
find us at booth 6501. Admission to the fair 
is free. Please, pay us a visit on our stand. 
The fair is on from February 28 to March 3. 

Christian Merrild is employed as R&D Engineer  

Johan Øllgaard Larsen is employed as R&D En-
gineer. 

Karen-Inge Burgdorff Sørensen is employed as 
service assistant. 

Steen Mikkelsen is employed as art director.  

 

Please, give them all a warm welcome. 

Project manager Leo Ravn-Nielsen from SET states to the 

Danish magazine Teknovation: 

“Our aim is to assist the companies in our vicinity in get-

ting the best possible terms and conditions and furthermo-

re maximizing their opportunities of running their busines-

ses in the optimum way. As when companies work even 

“This project has been a pleasure and an important eye opener. We have te-

sted one tool and we now have knowledge about the optimum settings for this 

setup. We were surprised to find that there was quite a gap between the pre-

vious settings and the optimum settings. This new setup will lead to higher 

efficiency and lesser tool wear, which is a significant side effect. My point is 

that it is easy to buy a lot of the newest technology but it is much more impor-

tant to know the optimum setup. Through this project with the DAMRC we got 

even more focus on this aspect of our setup,” stated to Teknovation by Ras-

processes, setup and tools has improved significant and I find absolutely no 

reservations on cooperation with the DAMRC again. We became more aware 

of the machining processes and the manufacturing of the materials. Working 

with the specific parameters, we are now more aware of the opportunities for 

future setup and optimization,” stated to Teknovation by Peter Hjelm, CEO of 

Formkon A/S 

The DAMRC has a different approach to op-

timization, and I must admit we were kind of 

hesitant when we got the invitation to enter 

the project. Studying the opportunities given 

by SET via this Machining Project it became 

obvious that we should participate. Looking 

back our knowledge on machining  
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ting the best possible terms and conditions and furthermo-

re maximizing their opportunities of running their busines-

ses in the optimum way. As when companies work even 

“This project has been a pleasure and an important eye opener. We have te-
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setup. We were surprised to find that there was quite a gap between the pre-

vious settings and the optimum settings. This new setup will lead to higher 
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even more focus on this aspect of our setup,” stated to Teknovation by Ras-
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future setup and optimization,” stated to Teknovation by Peter Hjelm, CEO of 
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The DAMRC has a different approach to op-

timization, and I must admit we were kind of 
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the project. Studying the opportunities given 

by SET via this Machining Project it became 

obvious that we should participate. Looking 
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We are looking forward to move on with the cooperation. 
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attend the NC Skills, which takes place at the same 
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where NC Skills is held, which makes it possible for 
you to attend both. 
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We are a part of the  VTM-fair (machine 
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find us at booth 6501. Admission to the fair 
is free. Please, pay us a visit on our stand. 
The fair is on from February 28 to March 3. 

Christian Merrild is employed as R&D Engineer  

Johan Øllgaard Larsen is employed as R&D En-
gineer. 

Karen-Inge Burgdorff Sørensen is employed as 
service assistant. 

Steen Mikkelsen is employed as art director.  

 

Please, give them all a warm welcome. 

Project manager Leo Ravn-Nielsen from SET states to the 

Danish magazine Teknovation: 

“Our aim is to assist the companies in our vicinity in get-

ting the best possible terms and conditions and furthermo-

re maximizing their opportunities of running their busines-

ses in the optimum way. As when companies work even 

“This project has been a pleasure and an important eye opener. We have te-

sted one tool and we now have knowledge about the optimum settings for this 

setup. We were surprised to find that there was quite a gap between the pre-

vious settings and the optimum settings. This new setup will lead to higher 

efficiency and lesser tool wear, which is a significant side effect. My point is 

that it is easy to buy a lot of the newest technology but it is much more impor-

tant to know the optimum setup. Through this project with the DAMRC we got 

even more focus on this aspect of our setup,” stated to Teknovation by Ras-

processes, setup and tools has improved significant and I find absolutely no 

reservations on cooperation with the DAMRC again. We became more aware 

of the machining processes and the manufacturing of the materials. Working 

with the specific parameters, we are now more aware of the opportunities for 

future setup and optimization,” stated to Teknovation by Peter Hjelm, CEO of 

Formkon A/S 

The DAMRC has a different approach to op-

timization, and I must admit we were kind of 

hesitant when we got the invitation to enter 

the project. Studying the opportunities given 

by SET via this Machining Project it became 

obvious that we should participate. Looking 

back our knowledge on machining  
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is free. Please, pay us a visit on our stand. 
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“Our aim is to assist the companies in our vicinity in get-

ting the best possible terms and conditions and furthermo-

re maximizing their opportunities of running their busines-

ses in the optimum way. As when companies work even 

“This project has been a pleasure and an important eye opener. We have te-

sted one tool and we now have knowledge about the optimum settings for this 

setup. We were surprised to find that there was quite a gap between the pre-

vious settings and the optimum settings. This new setup will lead to higher 
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even more focus on this aspect of our setup,” stated to Teknovation by Ras-
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with the specific parameters, we are now more aware of the opportunities for 

future setup and optimization,” stated to Teknovation by Peter Hjelm, CEO of 

Formkon A/S 

The DAMRC has a different approach to op-

timization, and I must admit we were kind of 

hesitant when we got the invitation to enter 

the project. Studying the opportunities given 

by SET via this Machining Project it became 

obvious that we should participate. Looking 

back our knowledge on machining  
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place on January 17. – 19. 2018. Please, mark the 
dates in your calendar. No worries if you need to 
attend the NC Skills, which takes place at the same 
time. The DAMRC is located in close vicinity of MCH 
where NC Skills is held, which makes it possible for 
you to attend both. 

Spånligaen 2018 

New Members 

We are a part of the  VTM-fair (machine 
tools) in Odense Congress Centre. You can 
find us at booth 6501. Admission to the fair 
is free. Please, pay us a visit on our stand. 
The fair is on from February 28 to March 3. 

Christian Merrild is employed as R&D Engineer  

Johan Øllgaard Larsen is employed as R&D En-
gineer. 

Karen-Inge Burgdorff Sørensen is employed as 
service assistant. 

Steen Mikkelsen is employed as art director.  

 

Please, give them all a warm welcome. 

Project manager Leo Ravn-Nielsen from SET states to the 

Danish magazine Teknovation: 

“Our aim is to assist the companies in our vicinity in get-

ting the best possible terms and conditions and furthermo-

re maximizing their opportunities of running their busines-

ses in the optimum way. As when companies work even 

“This project has been a pleasure and an important eye opener. We have te-

sted one tool and we now have knowledge about the optimum settings for this 

setup. We were surprised to find that there was quite a gap between the pre-

vious settings and the optimum settings. This new setup will lead to higher 

efficiency and lesser tool wear, which is a significant side effect. My point is 

that it is easy to buy a lot of the newest technology but it is much more impor-

tant to know the optimum setup. Through this project with the DAMRC we got 

even more focus on this aspect of our setup,” stated to Teknovation by Ras-

processes, setup and tools has improved significant and I find absolutely no 

reservations on cooperation with the DAMRC again. We became more aware 

of the machining processes and the manufacturing of the materials. Working 

with the specific parameters, we are now more aware of the opportunities for 

future setup and optimization,” stated to Teknovation by Peter Hjelm, CEO of 

Formkon A/S 

The DAMRC has a different approach to op-

timization, and I must admit we were kind of 

hesitant when we got the invitation to enter 

the project. Studying the opportunities given 

by SET via this Machining Project it became 

obvious that we should participate. Looking 

back our knowledge on machining  
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“Our aim is to assist the companies in our vicinity in get-

ting the best possible terms and conditions and furthermo-

re maximizing their opportunities of running their busines-

ses in the optimum way. As when companies work even 

“This project has been a pleasure and an important eye opener. We have te-

sted one tool and we now have knowledge about the optimum settings for this 

setup. We were surprised to find that there was quite a gap between the pre-

vious settings and the optimum settings. This new setup will lead to higher 
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even more focus on this aspect of our setup,” stated to Teknovation by Ras-
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of the machining processes and the manufacturing of the materials. Working 

with the specific parameters, we are now more aware of the opportunities for 

future setup and optimization,” stated to Teknovation by Peter Hjelm, CEO of 

Formkon A/S 

The DAMRC has a different approach to op-

timization, and I must admit we were kind of 

hesitant when we got the invitation to enter 

the project. Studying the opportunities given 

by SET via this Machining Project it became 

obvious that we should participate. Looking 

back our knowledge on machining  
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the project. Studying the opportunities given 
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Likewise, it is with pleasure that we welcome Jeco as new member. The 
previously described optimization project inspired Jeco to becoming a member 
to get the opportunity to access new technology and further optimization 
processes. 

 

We are looking forward to move on with the cooperation. 

With pleasure, we introduce our four newest employees:  

Speaking of fairs… The next edition of our own in-
house fair is now scheduled and it will be taking 
place on January 17. – 19. 2018. Please, mark the 
dates in your calendar. No worries if you need to 
attend the NC Skills, which takes place at the same 
time. The DAMRC is located in close vicinity of MCH 
where NC Skills is held, which makes it possible for 
you to attend both. 

Spånligaen 2018 

New Members 

We are a part of the  VTM-fair (machine 
tools) in Odense Congress Centre. You can 
find us at booth 6501. Admission to the fair 
is free. Please, pay us a visit on our stand. 
The fair is on from February 28 to March 3. 

Christian Merrild is employed as R&D Engineer  

Johan Øllgaard Larsen is employed as R&D En-
gineer. 

Karen-Inge Burgdorff Sørensen is employed as 
service assistant. 

Steen Mikkelsen is employed as art director.  

 

Please, give them all a warm welcome. 

Project manager Leo Ravn-Nielsen from SET states to the 

Danish magazine Teknovation: 

“Our aim is to assist the companies in our vicinity in get-

ting the best possible terms and conditions and furthermo-

re maximizing their opportunities of running their busines-

ses in the optimum way. As when companies work even 

“This project has been a pleasure and an important eye opener. We have te-

sted one tool and we now have knowledge about the optimum settings for this 

setup. We were surprised to find that there was quite a gap between the pre-

vious settings and the optimum settings. This new setup will lead to higher 

efficiency and lesser tool wear, which is a significant side effect. My point is 

that it is easy to buy a lot of the newest technology but it is much more impor-

tant to know the optimum setup. Through this project with the DAMRC we got 

even more focus on this aspect of our setup,” stated to Teknovation by Ras-

processes, setup and tools has improved significant and I find absolutely no 

reservations on cooperation with the DAMRC again. We became more aware 

of the machining processes and the manufacturing of the materials. Working 

with the specific parameters, we are now more aware of the opportunities for 

future setup and optimization,” stated to Teknovation by Peter Hjelm, CEO of 

Formkon A/S 

The DAMRC has a different approach to op-

timization, and I must admit we were kind of 

hesitant when we got the invitation to enter 

the project. Studying the opportunities given 

by SET via this Machining Project it became 

obvious that we should participate. Looking 

back our knowledge on machining  

VTM 2017 

http://www.damrc.com
http://www.damrc.dk
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